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The website information describing the forcing meteorological data used for the 

land surface model (LSM) simulation, which were observed at an Automated 

Meteorological Station CAWS) at the Sapporo District Meteorological Observatory 

maintained by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), was missing from the text. The 

I'hourly data were obtained from the website of Kisyoutoukeijouhou (Information for 

available JMA-observed meteorological data in the past) on the website of JMA (in 

Japanese) (available at: http://www.jma.go.jpijmaimenulreport.html). The measurement 

height information of 59.5 m for the anemometer at the Sapporo Observatory was also 

obtained from the website of JMA (in Japanese) (available at: 

http://www.jma.go.jp/jmalkishou/know/amedas/ame master.pdf). In addition, the 

converted lO'm wind speed, based on the AWSiJMA data, was further converted to a 

2'm wind speed prior to its use with the land model as a usual treatment of off, line 
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Catchment simulation. Please ignore the ice absorption data on the website mentioned 

in paragraph [15] which was not used for our calculations (but the data on the website 

was mostly the same as the estimated ice absorption coefficients by the following 

method because they partially used the same data by Warren [1984]). We calculated the 

ice absorption coefficients with the method mentioned in the same paragraph, for which 

some of the refractive index data by Warren [1984] were used and then interpolated 

between wavelengths, and also mentioned in paragraph [20] for the visible (VIS) and 

near-infrared (NIR) ranges. The optical data we used were interpolated between 

wavelengths as necessary. 
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